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Abstract: This article describes the theoretical foundation of the accounting dictionaries as well as its practical results. Furthermore, the implementation of the project shows how the constant interaction of lexicographical theory with practical dictionary work over a period of 10 years has led to lexicographical development and adaptation resulting in ongoing adjustments to the dictionaries and their theoretical foundation. This is exemplified by studying the transition from polyfunctional to monofunctional dictionaries in an attempt to provide help in several types of usage situations, typically in communicative situations, e.g. when reading, writing or translating English, Danish or Spanish accounting texts, or cognitive situations, i.e. when users want to know more about accounting matters or accounting language. The article also indicates that the creation of this project connects e-lexicography with the knowledge-based economy. Lexicographers work in the cloud being physically thousands of kilometres away; they work with experts in accounting, databases and the Internet with the aim of constructing and updating a high-quality tool with relatively low information costs for users. Finally, this article shows that the future of lexicography rests on designing, constructing, and updating information tools that take into consideration not only the true nature of lexicography but also the possibilities of the Internet and its technologies, as advocates of the Function Theory of Lexicography do on a regular basis.
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Opsomming: Ontwikkeling in die leksikografie: Van polifunksionele tot monofunksionele rekenkundige woordeboeke. Hierdie artikel beskryf sowel die teoretiese grondslag van die rekenkundige woordeboeke as die praktiese resultate daarvan. Verder
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## 1. Introduction

Specialized dictionaries, i.e. dictionaries that cover specific domains and/or their languages, have been around for many years. They were primarily seen as practical tools of the trade, and little thought was given to a theoretical framework within which these dictionaries could be designed and produced. During the 19th and most of the 20th centuries, lexicography was considered a practical vocation based on linguistics and linguistic theories, but in the last half of the 20th century lexicographers began to study specialized dictionaries in order to analyze and describe these products as repositories of lexicon and knowledge as proposed in e.g. Frawley (1988) and Wiegand (1988). This theoretical framework applied to printed monolingual dictionaries and used primarily linguistic and text-linguistic principles. Around that time, lexicographers extended their interest to bilingual dictionaries by focusing mainly on equivalence and equivalents. Furthermore, during the 1990s, researchers introduced a new approach to lexicography and regarded general and specialized dictionaries as complex lexicographical tools that contain more than linguistic concepts and terms as described in e.g. Nielsen (1994), Schaeder and Bergenholtz (1994), Bergenholtz and Tarp (1995), and Bergenholtz (1996).

Lexicography, and by implication specialized lexicography, is thus a dynamic field that needs to keep up with and adapt to the development of
modern society, in particular the change from paper-based data to electronic
data and the use of electronic information platforms, see e.g. Fuertes-Olivera
Nielsen (2010), Fuertes-Olivera and Nielsen (2012), and Fuertes-Olivera and
Tarp (2014) show that practical as well as theoretical lexicography cannot
develop properly by focusing exclusively on documentation, description and
analysis in a linguistic tradition but should turn its attention to the
development of lexicographically relevant principles that can guide lexicogra-
phers in their quest for designing and producing dictionaries that help users
solve specific types of problems in specific types of situations in the modern
information society. Aspects of the recent development in lexicography will be
described with particular reference to a dictionary project that involves a set of
specialized online dictionaries within the field of accounting, collectively referred
to below as the Accounting Dictionaries. The theoretical foundation of the dic-
tionary project will be described as well as its practical results. Furthermore,
the constant interaction of theory with practical dictionary work over a period
of 10 years has led to lexicographical adaptation resulting in ongoing adjust-
ments to the dictionaries and their theoretical foundation. This will be exempli-
fied by studying the transition from polyfunctional to monofunctional diction-
aries in an attempt to provide help that satisfies user needs.

2. Origins of the project

The Accounting Dictionaries, a set of 28 monolingual and bilingual diction-
aries, are the result of a joint project involving lexicographers and subject-field
specialists from a number of universities in Denmark and Spain. At present, the
Danish participants come from the Centre for Lexicography affiliated with the
Department of Business Communication, Aarhus University, and the Spanish
participants are affiliated with the International Centre for Lexicography, Uni-
versity of Valladolid. In 2001, lexicographers at the Danish Centre started pre-
paring the lexicographical basis for the compilation of a bilingual accounting
dictionary covering the languages Danish and English. The planned dictionary
was intended to be a practical tool designed to help Danish enterprises meet
the increasing need to present their financial reporting in linguistically and
terminologically correct English. From the start, the dictionary was designed as
an electronic dictionary to be freely accessible on the Internet; see Nielsen
(2002) for a detailed description of the theoretical foundation.

At the turn of the century, lexicography was slowly changing its focus
though conventional wisdom was still oriented towards linguistic and text-ling-
guistic approaches to dictionary making and research (see e.g. Schneider 1998,
Lindemann 2000, and Landau 2001). The lexicographers felt that this focus on
documentation, description and analysis based on a linguistic tradition was
unsatisfactory; it did not provide the necessary help to establish a sound theo-
The theoretical foundation embracing the types of problems involved in making the planned dictionary. This resembled a situation described by Chesterton (2001: 141): "It isn't that they can't see the solution. It's that they can't see the problem." As a result, the lexicographers had to look for another approach.

The problem was not to make a bilingual dictionary that would be a repository of various types of data representing linguistic concepts and principles documenting the lexicon of accounting. The real challenge was to make an online bilingual accounting dictionary that provided help to specific types of users to solve specific types of problems when translating accounting texts from Danish into English or producing accounting texts directly in English. In this light, the modern theory of lexicographical functions presented in e.g. Bergenholtz (1996), Bergenholtz and Kaufmann (1997) and Tarp (2000) indicated new possibilities for planning and compiling such dictionaries.

Any project based on a theoretical foundation need to have a clear understanding of what a dictionary actually is. A dictionary has traditionally been described as a reference work that presents the vocabulary of a language, usually in alphabetical order, with explanations of meanings in the same language or with equivalents in another language (see e.g. Hartmann and James 2001: 41; and Van Sterkenburg 2003: 396). However, the new lexicographical approach adopted regards the dictionary as an information tool with three significant features. The overriding feature is that the dictionary has one or more functions, e.g. communicative functions such as providing help to understand, translate and write texts, and cognitive functions such as providing help to acquire knowledge in communication-free contexts. This feature concerns the dictionary's lexicographical potential as an aid in particular types of usage situation. Secondly, the dictionary contains lexicographical data that support its function(s). This second feature interacts with the first one, because the potential of the dictionary can only be realized through the data presented. Finally, the lexicographical structures marshal the data into the task of fulfilling the dictionary function(s). This is the feature that makes it possible to unite the lexicographical data and the function(s) to produce a whole and to operationalize the relation and interaction between data based on specific lexicographical principles (see e.g. Nielsen 2003: 111-112; and Nielsen 2009b: 215). The point is that the intention behind the dictionary is not found in either the first, the second or the third feature, but in the aggregate of significant features, i.e. the electronic (or printed) dictionary in its entirety.

The adoption of the functional theory of lexicography means that the goal was to develop a lexicographical tool that would provide help to solve specific types of problems encountered by specific types of users in the context of translation into or production of texts in English. The next challenge was to identify and select the lexicographical data types that would support the intended lexicographical functions. Few reported studies deal with specialized translation dictionaries, e.g. Duvå and Laursen (1994), Nielsen (1994: 12-32), Wang (2001: 75-137) and Muráth (2002: 43-79), and only the first study concerns the lexico-
graphical needs of persons translating specialized texts into a foreign language. One drawback of the available user surveys is that the majority of informants are learners with limited experience and knowledge of translating specialized texts. Secondly, each set of findings relates to one particular text genre and therefore says nothing about translating specialized texts in general. Thirdly, the studies examine a limited number of subject fields so that they provide few new insights into the general activity of specialized translation. Fourthly, the number of informants in each study is so small that the results are not representative. Finally, the results reflect the subjective problems, needs, etc. recognized by the informants, whereas unrecognized needs go unnoticed. The findings therefore do not provide solid proof of actual usage situations or clear guidelines for designing specialized translation dictionaries (see Tarp 2009: 290-292 for a discussion of lexicographical user research).

In contrast to the above user studies, the functional theory allows lexicographers to work fast by consulting the research literature published in the field of translation studies. Several scholars have examined the elements of the translation process, and some of their findings are relevant for translating specialized texts and specialized lexicography. For instance, Nord (2005) demonstrates that the translation process contains several recursive steps that go beyond the level of terms and words, and Bell (2000: 211) focuses on translation units larger than words by identifying syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge as necessary elements in translating texts. In particular, translators need syntactic knowledge about possible ways of combining words, and structuring word groups as well as restrictions in the foreign language in order to avoid linear dislocation. Here dictionaries can help by showing e.g. collocations and phrases that are relevant for the language of the domain. Semantic knowledge is relevant because translators need to know the exact meanings of domain-specific words and multi-word terms to properly understand differences in the structure of the domains in the two cultures involved, including hierarchical relationships such as superordination and homonymy. Clear definitions written in the appropriate language and style, synonyms and antonyms can help translators acquiring the necessary knowledge. Finally, pragmatic knowledge will tell translators how utterances are used in given contexts, i.e. how textual resources in the foreign language are conventionally used and what is textually appropriate or normal in communication within the field of accounting. Dictionaries can provide help through the presentation of collocations, phrases, example sentences and usage notes (See Sections 4 and 5 for a further discussion and examples).

In addition, some of the lexicographers in the project are experts in specialized translation and had, at the start of the project, more than 25 years' experience between them teaching specialized translation to students of English at undergraduate and postgraduate level; experience thus played a role in selecting the lexicographical data. In the field of epistemology, this type of experience is recognized as a source of knowledge and falls under the heading perception. It should be appreciated that the experience referred to is not the
same as introspection:

Through perception, we acquire (primarily) justified beliefs and knowledge about the external world; without these, we would be unlikely to survive. Through introspection, we acquire (primarily) justified beliefs and knowledge only about the mental world; with only this, our knowledge and justification would be sadly limited to our own minds. (Audi 2003: 91)

Compared to the method of surveying dictionary users, the use of findings by translation scholars combined with the relevant experience of translation experts has a number of benefits. Overall, the findings represent types of general elements of the translation process, and translation scholars and university teachers of specialized translation are experts in translating texts and have considerable practical as well as theoretical experience of the entire translation process. This may result in the inclusion of data types in the dictionary that can help users solve general types of problems, such as prescriptive presentation of equivalents, translation of collocations and phrases, as well as usage notes. Furthermore, specialized translation dictionaries that take these findings into consideration will address general user needs and not be biased towards subjective needs. Finally, the use of existing research results and perception allows lexicographers to design and complete a dictionary project within a relatively short time frame. The result was that, in order to fulfil the needs of translators and text writers, the lexicographers designed and made a syntagmatic specialized dictionary, i.e. a dictionary listing words and terms with definitions and inflectional paradigms, collocations, phrases as well as example sentences. The lexicographers also included various types of speech: nouns (single and multi-word units), adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, abbreviations, and verbs, including phrasal verbs. According to Lindemann (2000: 195), this distinguishes the accounting dictionary from existing ones covering the same field with only few collocations, phrases, sentences, and linguistic structures.

The three significant features of the dictionary must be realized as an online accounting dictionary proper. Many regard an electronic dictionary as a database that users access from an interface whose sole function is to give direct access to the dictionary. In other words, the database is identical with the dictionary. However, the Accounting Dictionaries can best be described as an electronic construction with three main components. Firstly, there is a database containing specially selected data that have been structured in a way that facilitates search and retrieval. Secondly, users will see an Accounting Dictionary in the form of a website that does not contain the lexicographical data as these are contained in the database and not in the user interface. Thirdly, in order to provide access to the lexicographical data, a search engine is introduced as an intermediary between the dictionary (user interface) and the database. This search engine allows users to search for data in the database and from there it retrieves the relevant data and presents the results of searches on the screen. In other words, the database is not identical with the dictionary.
The three-component structure has a number of practical and theoretical implications. Firstly, the database can be the source of several dictionaries as the search engine allows users to make structured searches in structured data through a specific set of online dictionaries. Secondly, the Accounting Dictionaries contain no macrostructures in the traditional text-linguistic sense of the word: a lexicographical structure that arranges lemmata in a specific order so that they can easily be found, as defined in e.g. Hausmann and Wiegand (1989: 336). The Accounting Dictionaries allow users to access data in the database and present the search results on the computer screen in a structured way, no matter where the data were actually located in the database. The macrostructure has been replaced by a data presentation structure that arranges the data retrieved from the database according to type, and presents these data in a predetermined order depending on user needs as identified by the type of help sought; see Nielsen and Almind (2011: 147-151) for a detailed discussion of the database.

The adoption of the functional theory of lexicography combined with the three-component electronic platform resulted in an extension of the project. It was now possible to have a large bilingual database in which a search engine could search for data in two languages and retrieve selected types of data irrespective of language. The lexicographers decided to produce a Danish–English accounting dictionary as well as a Danish accounting dictionary. One reason for this was that the Danish data types supporting the function translation from Danish into English could be used in a separate Danish accounting dictionary. The Danish definitions, inflectional paradigms, collocations, phrases, example sentences, cross-references and external links support communicative functions such as providing help to understand Danish accounting texts and to write accounting texts in Danish, as well as the cognitive functions of providing help to acquire knowledge about Danish accounting matters and accounting language. This strengthens the claim made earlier that the lexicographical database is not identical with the dictionary: one database and two dictionaries.

The two accounting dictionaries were made available to the public in 2003. They each contained about 4,200 headwords, or lemmas, about 15,400 collocations and phrases, and about 1,000 example sentences, providing users with guidance concerning correct language as well as subject-matter information. Being Internet dictionaries, the Danish accounting dictionary and the Danish–English accounting dictionary benefit from the advantage of open-ended electronic dictionaries: space. As accounting language develops rapidly in the modern world of financial regulation and crises, space is important, and the database allows lexicographers to add, revise and delete data, thereby enlarging the dictionaries on an ongoing basis (see Nielsen and Mourier 2007). In 2004, Regnskabsordbogen dansk-engelsk (Danish–English Accounting Dictionary) was published in print based on selected data found in the database and used for the Danish–English online accounting dictionary (Nielsen, Mourier and Bergenholtz 2004).
The success with the two completed dictionaries led the lexicographers to design an English accounting dictionary and an English–Danish accounting dictionary. The theoretical basis as described above was retained in an adapted form and a new bilingual database was created partly based on the data from the first one. Work progressed along the same lines as before and the result was two online accounting dictionaries that provided help to specific types of users to solve specific types of problems when translating accounting texts from English into Danish, producing accounting texts directly in English, reading English accounting texts, and acquiring knowledge about English accounting matters and accounting language. The two new accounting dictionaries were made available on the Internet by end-2004, each containing about 6,000 headwords, about 20,000 collocations and phrases, and about 2,000 example sentences. In 2007, *Regnskabsordbogen engelsk–dansk* (English–Danish Accounting Dictionary) was published in print based on selected data found in the database and used for the English–Danish online accounting dictionary (Nielsen, Mourier and Bergenholtz 2007).

The change from linguistic to functional principles described so far illustrates important aspects of the development in lexicography in general and specialized lexicography in particular. A dictionary is seen as an information tool with three significant features that, combined with the theory of lexicographical functions, allow lexicographers to complete dictionary projects quickly. Moreover, the electronic platform with three components makes it possible to compile a database that can be used to make several electronic and printed dictionaries.

3. **The inclusion of Spanish**

In October 2008, a group of Spanish lexicographers, translators and accounting experts started the translation of the English lexicographical data stored in the accounting database. At that time, the database contained around 6,000 English dictionary articles, which were translated into or adapted to Spanish accounting in around 11 months (see Bergenholtz 2012, Fuertes-Olivera and Nielsen 2012, and Fuertes-Olivera and Tarp 2014 for a description of the data categories included in this database). The Spanish team worked as follows:

- The chief Spanish lexicographer explained the definition of the English lemma to the accounting experts. For around 95% of the English terms, the explanations given allowed the accounting experts to identify the corresponding Spanish equivalents.

- The chief Spanish lexicographer attached Spanish grammar and inflections to the Spanish equivalents.

- Two translators of English specialized texts translated the collocations and example sentences that contextualize each English headword (around 20,000 English collocations and 2,000 English example sentences).
The chief Spanish lexicographer and the accounting experts included translations and/or adaptations of English synonyms and antonyms (where necessary). They also included contrastive notes, where necessary, and internal and external cross-references, i.e. links to other dictionary articles or to external web-pages, typically the homepage of the Instituto de Contabilidad y Auditoría de Cuentas, which is the official institution in charge of accounting standards, rules, and procedures in Spain.

The chief Spanish lexicographer and the accounting experts coined the Spanish equivalents of the English terms that had not been identified in step 1 above; sometimes, this coinage consisted in accepting equivalents found in other dictionaries or in Internet homepages, or verbatim translations of English accounting lemmas (Fuertes-Olivera 2011).

A Spanish native speaker trained in Spanish grammar and a Danish Professor of Spanish who teaches specialized translation proofread all the Spanish data present in the editors' layout "English-Spanish" of the accounting database (Figure 1). Their role was to check errors, mistakes, etc.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the English-Spanish accounting database (editors' layout: Definition)

By December 2009, IT experts based in the Centre for Lexicography, Aarhus University, converted the data into a polyfunctional online dictionary (Nielsen
et al. 2009), and a printed one (Fuertes-Olivera et al. 2010). There are some differences between them: for example, the printed dictionary does not contain external cross-references, i.e. links to web-pages. Examples 1 and 2 show the dictionary entry for Consumer Price Index in the online and printed dictionaries respectively: the grammar data and inflectional paradigms are only found in the online dictionary; the online dictionary does not use symbols but words, i.e. it uses "synonyms" instead of the sign "=":

Example 1:  Consumer Price Index in the online dictionary (Nielsen et al. 2009)

Example 2:  Consumer Price Index in the printed dictionary (Fuertes-Olivera et al. 2010)

The IT experts also prepared a new database for storing Spanish accounting data, e.g. the Spanish lemmas, their Spanish definitions, grammar, inflections, external and internal links, contrastive data, collocations, and example sentences.
This database is modeled as the English and Danish one, as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2: Screenshot of the Spanish accounting database (editors’ layout: Polysemy and Grammar)

This new editors’ layout was available in October 2011. At that time, the team initiated the storage of data as described below:

– The chief Spanish lexicographer and the accounting experts selected the Spanish lemmas, firstly from the Spanish equivalents included in the English–Spanish accounting dictionary, then from several accounting texts, and finally from an in-house corpus (see Fuertes-Olivera et al. 2013, and Fuertes-Olivera and Tarp 2014 for a description of the process).

– The chief Spanish lexicographer attached grammar and inflections to each Spanish headword.

– The chief Spanish lexicographer and the accounting experts crafted the Spanish definitions and decided on questions concerning homonymy and polysemy; this definition could be a translation or an adaptation of the English definition. It could also be new or containing cultural information connected with Spanish accounting rules and traditions (Fuertes-Olivera and Tarp 2014).

– The rest of the Spanish team completed the dictionary articles, e.g. collocations, example sentences, synonyms, usage and contrastive notes. All the data included were taken from accounting texts, most of which were downloaded from the Internet (see Fuertes-Olivera and Tarp 2014 for a description of the process).
By the end of 2012, the storage system contained around 6,500 Spanish dictionary articles. At that time, lexicographers and experts started working in a new layout of the accounting database, prepared by IT experts in Aarhus for including Spanish–English accounting data (Figure 3). At the time of writing this article, around 4,000 dictionary articles have been completed and it is expected that more than 6,000 dictionary articles will be completed by the end of 2013.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the Spanish–English accounting database (editors’ layout: Definition)

As explained below, proponents of the function theory of lexicography are always open to include innovations, assuming that these agree with the conception of user needs in specific extra-lexicographical situations (Nielsen 2009a; and Tarp 2008). This intellectual situation resulted in replacing the polyfunctional dictionaries with innovative monofunctional dictionaries (Bergenholtz 2011, 2012), initially described as Model T Ford dictionaries, i.e. dictionaries whose articles and visualized lexicographical data are adapted to the various functions displayed by the dictionary, frequently assisted by different types of interactive options where users may define themselves and the activity for which they need information (Tarp 2011; and Fuertes-Olivera and Tarp 2014). In other words, the originally conceived and published polyfunctional accounting dictionaries are under a process of constant updating and conversion into monofunctional online dictionaries.
4. Conversion of the polyfunctional English and Danish dictionaries into usage-based monofunctional ones

The original polyfunctional nature of the dictionaries affected access to and presentation of data. When they searched for words, users would be presented with full articles resembling those in printed dictionaries with data types intended to support a plurality of usage situations. This meant that users had to read, or at least skim, entire articles to find the answers they were looking for because the text contained relatively little relevant data among a large collection of data. As a result the lexicographical information costs for users were higher than necessary (see Nielsen 2008 for a detailed discussion of information costs in lexicography). This is a common problem with general and specialized dictionaries, printed as well as electronic, that want to cater to everyone in every type of usage situation. However, various developments allow lexicographers to design dictionaries so that users can easily access the data and process these into useful information.

The ease with which users will be able to acquire the necessary information from the data in dictionaries can be examined in terms of lexicographical information costs. These costs may be defined as the efforts that users believe or feel are associated with consulting a dictionary, an article or any other text part of a dictionary. Search-related information costs are the efforts related to the look-up activities users have to perform when consulting a dictionary in order to access the relevant data, while comprehension-related information costs are the efforts related to users' ability to understand the data presented in a dictionary (Nielsen 2008: 173-174). The problem with polyfunctional dictionaries is that it may require relatively much effort to search for the answer users need in an article containing several data types of which most are irrelevant for a specific search. On top of that, it may require much effort to decode the meaning of the data in order to find the specific data that answer your question, because they will have to be interpreted in the light of the rest of the data to make sure that you have found the lexicographical help needed. In other words, lexicographical Model T Fords should be able to reduce search- and comprehension-related information costs by making access to and interpretation of data easy and quick.

The technological development of online resources can be combined with the development in the function theory of lexicography. By focusing on the needs of users in various types of usage situations, lexicographers can select electronic solutions that ensure retrieval of data that satisfy a specific type of need and can present the data in such a way that users can easily turn them into useful information. From end-2009 to mid-2011 the lexicographers at the Centre for Lexicography developed one single database that replaced the previous ones and now allows the lexicographers to use advanced electronic options. One result was that the polyfunctional monolingual and bilingual accounting dictionaries were substituted by monofunctional dictionaries. Per-
sons who find themselves in a particular type of communicative or cognitive usage situation may need help of a specific kind and consult the accounting dictionary most likely to provide assistance. Users can consult one of four Danish and four English accounting dictionaries for the following kinds of help:

- Meaning of accounting term (usage situation: I am reading an accounting text and want help to understand an accounting term)
- Use of known accounting term (usage situation: I am writing an accounting text and want help to produce the text with a known word)
- Use of accounting term whose meaning is known (usage situation: I am writing an accounting text and want help to find and use a term that has a specific meaning)
- Knowledge of accounting matters (usage situation: I want to know more about accounting matters or accounting language)

Users can consult one of four Danish–English and four English–Danish accounting dictionaries for the following kinds of help:

- Meaning of accounting term (usage situation: I am reading an accounting text and want help to understand an accounting term)
- Translation of known accounting term (usage situation: I am translating an accounting text and want help to translate a known word)
- Translation of collocation (usage situation: I am translating an accounting text and want help to translate a collocation)
- Knowledge of accounting matters (usage situation: I want to know more about (comparative) accounting matters or accounting language)

This means that each dictionary has different functions and search options specifically made for each function. There are now eight monolingual and eight bilingual accounting dictionaries with the languages Danish and English, all developed from a single database.

In order to keep information costs as low as possible, the search engine allows users to perform targeted searches in the database. Readers of accounting texts may want to know the meaning of the English accounting term reinsurer and consult the English Accounting Dictionary: Meaning whose function is to provide the meaning of accounting terms. The search engine makes a targeted search for the term and retrieves the definitional data addressed to the term as illustrated in Example 3.

Example 3 shows how the monofunctional dictionary helps users by presenting limited data that are specifically selected to support the communicative function: help users understand the meaning of a particular term. The relevant
data are easy to find as they are not hidden among other, and for the function irrelevant, data; users only need a definition and nothing more in this type of usage situation.

Example 3: Definition helping to understand the accounting term

Authors may want help to write texts in English in which the term reinsurer occurs. The search engine allows users to select the *English Accounting Dictionary: Text Production* whose function is to show how known accounting terms can be used. The result of the search is shown in Example 4.

Example 4: Help to write accounting texts where the expression is known

The definition in Example 4 enables users to check that the term found has the correct meaning, and the grammar data, synonyms, collocations and example sentences support the writing process. The writing process generally concerns terminology, phraseology, grammar, syntax, and pragmatics, hence the data types presented in the monofunctional accounting dictionary whose communicative function is to help users write accounting texts. In particular, writers prepare drafts, check the texts to ensure that generally acceptable grammar and spelling rules are complied with, that the appropriate terminology has been used consistently so that the texts are unambiguous, and that the texts are free from errors; see Nielsen (2006) for a discussion of monolingual accounting dictionaries for text production.

The *English Accounting Dictionary: Knowledge* provides help in cognitive usage situations. People may want to acquire general or specific knowledge
about the accounting concept *reinsurer* and the search engine retrieves and presents the data in a predetermined order illustrated in Example 5.

**Example 5:** Help to acquire knowledge in cognitive usage situations

In Example 5, the definition explains the meaning of the term, which is supplemented by an example sentence. Synonyms and antonyms help users put the term *reinsurer* in its terminological hierarchy within the domain. In addition, users can click the underlined cross-reference (under See also) containing an embedded link and come to another article with relevant additional data; the item indicating the source of the definition also has an embedded link users can click to go to the website of the international financial reporting standard (IFRS) for more information.

Danes who translate accounting texts may have problems translating the English term *reinsurer*. They can find assistance in the *English–Danish Accounting Dictionary: Translation* whose function is to provide help to translate accounting terms, and Example 6 shows the search result for *reinsurer*.

In addition to presenting the meaning of the term in Example 6, the dictionary presents the recommended Danish equivalent: *reassurandør*. The alternative Danish term *genforsikringsselskab* is presented as a synonym. English collocations and example sentences with their translations into Danish as well as the inflectional paradigm help users to translate accounting texts in which the search term occurs.

Examples 3 to 6 are examples of how the monofunctional accounting dictionaries covering the languages Danish and English work. Each example shows that the monofunctional approach keeps information costs low as the
dictionaries in each case only present data supporting communicative and cognitive functions respectively. In contrast, polyfunctional dictionaries would likely have presented all the data shown in Example 5 in all cases and left it to users to find the relevant data that could help them. Finally, it should be noted that searches are conducted in and results retrieved from one single database.

Example 6: Data providing help to translate an accounting term

5. Conversion of the polyfunctional English and Spanish dictionaries into usage-based monofunctional ones

The conversion of the polyfunctional English and Spanish dictionaries into usage-based English and Spanish dictionaries followed the theoretical principles described in section 4 above. This process rested on the idea that lexicographical databases and dictionaries are different things. This has allowed the dictionary team to convert the originally conceived polyfunctional dictionaries into twelve accounting dictionaries, eight of which are already in operation: there are four English–Spanish accounting dictionaries and four Spanish accounting dictionaries that offer the same kind of help discussed in Section 4.

In addition, users of the English–Spanish and Spanish dictionary sets have two more innovations. One of them is that the English–Spanish accounting set contains English and Spanish definitions of the English lemmas. The Spanish definitions are included for two main reasons. The first is that some targeted users (Spanish students and interested laypeople) are not as proficient in English as their Danish counterparts and the Spanish definitions will help them to understand the accounting concepts (i.e. low information costs). The second reason is that some of the definitions also include cultural data, e.g. data for
explaining that building societies are English institutions that are different from Spanish sociedades constructoras (Eng.: building firms or construction companies); they are similar to Spanish co-operatives or mutual savings banks, two organizations that are easily identified in Spain and that have a similar function to the building society described in the dictionary article (Example 7).

Example 7: Definitions of building society in the English–Spanish accounting dictionary: Meaning

The second innovation is the inclusion of the search engine "encontrar un término" (Eng.: find a term) that allows searching with a term, part of it and three Boolean operators: "+", ",", and "or". For instance, a search for +contabilidad +año retrieves some terms (e.g. contabilidad creativa) and verb forms (contabilizando), which can be clicked (Example 8). A search for +contabilidad OR año retrieves different terms (e.g. contabilidad de caja) and some of its inflections (la contabilidad de caja and una contabilidad de caja) (Example 9). A search for +contabilidad OR retrieves several possible terms and inflections (Example 10). In other words, this search option offers users possible ways of finding a term they do not remember (perhaps, they only have the gist of the concept and need several searches before finding what they are looking for).

Example 8: Data providing help for finding an unknown accounting term
Example 9: Data providing help for finding an unknown accounting term

Example 10: Data providing help for finding an unknown accounting term

6. Conclusion and implication for the future

This article places the true nature of lexicography within the tenets of the Function Theory of Lexicography, i.e. the theoretical construction initiated in the Centre for Lexicography at the Aarhus School of Business (Bergenholtz and Tarp 2002, 2003, 2004; also Tarp 2008, and Fuertes-Olivera and Tarp 2014). It indicates that lexicography in general and specialized lexicography in particular deals with more than language and facts. It also keeps up with and adapts to the developments of a modern information society. For instance, the advent of the Internet allows lexicographers to move from constructing printed polyfunctional dictionaries to designing sets of electronic monofunctional ones. One example of this change is the conversion of the originally polyfunctional accounting dictionary into 28 monofunctional dictionaries, 24 of which are already in operation and can be consulted at Ordbogen.com or Lemma.com.
This article has traced the history of the lexicographical project since its inception in 2001. At that time, lexicographers at the Centre for Lexicography intended to construct a tool to help Danish enterprises meet the increasing need to present their financial reporting in linguistically and terminologically correct English. A few years later, the objectives of the project were enlarged, a new language — Spanish — was included, and new ideas and technologies came into operation, e.g. the distinction between the lexicographical database, the search engine, and the homepage. These new concepts integrated well within the general framework espoused in the function theory of lexicography: dictionaries are tools and are designed for satisfying specific types of needs in specific types of extra-lexicographical usage situations.

The making of the project also has implications for the future: this dictionary project is a typical product of the knowledge-based economy we have been constructing so far. Lexicographers work in the cloud being physically thousands of kilometres away; they work with experts in accounting, databases and the Internet with the aim of constructing and updating high-quality tools with low information costs, i.e. tools that are sold on a subscription basis. It may be envisaged that the future of lexicography is illustrated by the working of this project: It is based on sound research and is constantly transforming with the aim of producing sellable, innovative and useful lexicographical products. In other words, it is likely that the future of lexicography rests on designing, constructing, and updating information tools that take into consideration not only the true nature of lexicography but also the possibilities of the Internet and its technologies. This article has shown how this can be done within the general framework of the Function Theory of Lexicography.
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